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1. Introduction
The traditional goals of chemical kinetics are to measure
the rates of chemical reactions and to understand their
mechanisms on a molecular level. With the advent of
lasers and molecular beams, it has become possible to
study the reactions of molecules in individual quantum
states and to explain their behavior in terms of single
collisions governed by well-defined potential energy sur-
faces. Likewise, numerical methods have been refined to
the point that it is possible to predict diverse properties
of elementary reactions from first principles. In recent
years, the challenge has shifted from measuring and
calculating rates of reactions to devising methods of
controlling their outcome. The idea of controlling the yield
and product distribution of a reaction is, of course, a very
old one. The field of catalysis, for example, is devoted to
finding means of enhancing the natural yield of a reaction.
Similarly, temperature and pressure have been used for
decades in the chemical industry to alter reaction rates.
With the development of narrow-band lasers, it has
become possible to excite selectively a single molecular

mode. Provided energy transfer is slow as compared to
reaction, such mode-selective preparation of a molecule
can be used to alter the outcome of its reaction.1-3 For
example, if the OH bond in HOD is vibrationally excited,
that bond becomes more reactive, and collisions with Cl
atoms preferentially yield HCl rather than DCl.4

A more general, photochemical method for altering
reaction pathways exploits the phase property of lasers
and has become known as coherent control, or phase
control.5 Two main schemes of coherently controlling
physical and chemical processes have been developed
over the past decade, based on similar concepts but
differing in the properties of the electromagnetic fields
that are used. The first, introduced by Tannor and Rice,6

uses an ultrashort pulse of laser light to create a coherent
superposition of energy-resolved eigenstates, namely, a
wave packet. Such carefully phased superposition states
are, in general, nonstationary. By altering the amplitudes
and phases of the light pulses, it is possible to modify the
content of the superposition state and thus control the
motion of the wave packet. Typically, a vibrational or
electronic wave packet is generated at time t ) 0 by a short
laser pulse. At some later time, when the wave packet has
evolved to a desired configuration, a second pulse triggers
the reaction. An experimental example of this method is
control of the electronic branching ratio of Na atoms in
the photodissociation of NaI, which was achieved by
varying the timing between two transform-limited ultra-
short pulses.7 Optimal control theory, introduced by
Rabitz and co-workers8 and subsequently developed by
several groups,5 employs a feedback loop to optimize the
spectral content and temporal shape of a pulse in order
to maximize the yield of a given product. Experimental
demonstrations of the control of branching ratios by
means of optimally tailored laser pulses were reported by
Bardeen et al.9 and by Assion et al.10 The use of the
intensity property of short pulses to control reactions was
also reported.11

A second method was introduced by Brumer and
Shapiro12 and is the subject of the present paper. In this
approach, two long laser pulses (in principle, they could
be continuous beams) excite an atom or a molecule from
an initial state to a final state. The frequencies of the lasers
are chosen so that the target absorbs either m photons
from the first laser or n photons from the second laser to
reach the same final state.13 That is, the laser frequencies
satisfy the relation mωm ) nωn. An important property of
the laser beams is that they have a well-defined phase
relation; that is, the phases of the two electromagnetic
fields differ by a controllable amount, φ. As we will show,
by varying the relative phase of the two beams, it is
possible to control the branching ratio of the reaction.

It is useful to think of the latter method as an analog
of Young’s two-slit experiment.14 In that experiment,
particles emerging from two slits create a pattern on a
screen. If only one slit is open, the result is a diffraction
pattern produced by that slit. If both slits are open,
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however, an oscillatory pattern results from interference
between the waves emerging from each slit. Young’s
experiment is a useful paradigm for controlling chemical
reactions because it shows how properties associated with
competing pathways connecting initial and final states
interfere with each other. In Young’s experiment, waves
emerging from the two slits (be they electromagnetic or
matter waves) interfere with each other. Similarly, in
coherent control experiments, the matrix elements of the
two operators connecting the initial and final states (i.e.,
the transition amplitudes) carry different phases and can
thus interfere. In Young’s experiment, the phases are
determined by the relative positions of the slits and the
screen and the refraction index of the medium through
which the waves travel, whereas in coherent control they
are determined by properties of the molecular target and
the laser photon. Importantly, one may actively control
the relative phase between the two excitation processes
by changing the phases of the laser beams.

To understand how control is achieved, consider the
reaction probability in the presence of both beams. The
key concept is that we do not simply add the transition
probabilities for the individual processes. Rather, we add

the two transition amplitudes and then square their sum.
Assuming, for the moment, that the initial and final states
are both bound, the total transition probability is given
by15

where E is the total energy, pn and pm are the transition
probabilities for the absorption of n and m photons, and
φ ) mφm - nφn is the relative phase of the two electro-
magnetic fields. Equation 1 shows that the amplitudes for
the two excitation paths may interfere constructively or
destructively, and that by altering the value of φ it is
possible to control the product yield.

We consider next the more interesting case where the
final state is not bound. That is, we consider reactive
processes in which either an electron is ejected from the
target or a bond is broken. The occurrence of such
reactions introduces three complications. First, because
the final state lies in a continuum, its wave function is
complex. This property implies that the transition ampli-
tude has a phase, δn or δm. Second, if there is more than
one product channel, the transition amplitudes and
phases are, in general, channel-dependent. We denote this
dependence by a channel index, S. A physical motivation
for the channel dependence of the phase is sketched in
Figure 1, where the slopes of two continuum potential
energy curves give different “kicks” to each product,
imparting different phases to the outgoing waves, and
hence different values of δn and δm. Third, it is necessary
to take into account the fact that the reaction products
scatter in different directions. Accordingly, we first define
a differential transition probability for obtaining product
S at energy E and scattering vector k̂,

Integrating over scattering angles, we obtain the total
transition probability,15

The phase shift, δmn
S , in eq 3 is defined by the expression

where |ESk̂-〉 is a continuum eigenstate, |g〉 is the ground
state, and D(j) is the j-photon dipole operator.13 It is worth
noting that δmn

S is not equal to δm
S - δn

S. More impor-
tantly, angle integration in eq 4 eliminates much of the
interference that is present in the angle-resolved prob-
ability given by eq 2. In particular, the coordinate-
independent phases, referred to as partial-wave phase
shifts in the scattering theory literature16 and depicted
schematically in Figure 1, make no contribution to δmn

S .17

There is a subtle but crucial difference between eqs 1
and 3. Equation 1 shows that, for a bound-to-bound
transition, the total transition probability can be controlled
by varying the laser phase, φ. Similarly, eq 3 shows that,

FIGURE 1. Schematic illustration of the relation between the
scattering potential and the phase of a scattering wave function.
The two potential energy curves are illustrations of different
dissociative electronic states. Both curves may be reached by either
one or three photons (n ) 1 and m ) 3). The different slopes of
these curves impart different phases to the outgoing wave functions.
These phases are, in turn, responsible for the phases of the transition
amplitudes, δn and δm. The difference between these phases should
not be confused with the phase shift, δ13

S , defined by eq 4. See the
text for details.

p(E) ) |pn(E)1/2 + pm(E)1/2eiφ|2

) pn(E) + pm(E) + 2(pn(E)pm(E))1/2 cos φ (1)

pS(E,k̂) ) |pn
S(E,k̂)1/2 + pm

S (E,k̂)1/2ei(φ+δm
S -δn

S)|2 (2)

pS(E) ) pn
S(E) + pm

S (E) + 2pmn
S (E) cos(φ + δmn

S (E)) (3)

|pmn
S |eiδmn

S
) e-iφ∫dk̂〈g|D(m)|ESk̂-〉〈ESk̂-|D(n)|g〉 (4)
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for a reaction with a single product (i.e., where S can have
only one value), one may control the yield of the reaction
by varying φ. For example, the yield of channel A can be
maximized by setting φ ) -δmn

A . But, more important, eq
3 shows that the branching ratio for forming different
products (e.g., S ) A or S ) B) may be controlled by
varying φ. In fact, the branching ratio between different
channels can be very sensitive to φ, even if the total
reaction yield (pA + pB) varies only weakly with φ. From
eq 3, it is evident that the branching ratio between
channels A and B is controllable if δmn

A and δmn
B differ. A

quantity which determines the extent of channel control
is the phase lag, ∆δ(A,B), defined as

Although the existence of a phase lag is not a necessary
condition to control a branching ratio,18 it is a definitive
signature of control.

Until this point, our emphasis has been on developing
tools for controlling the rate and product distribution of
a chemical reaction. The phase lag is a new dynamical
observable which is well suited for this purpose. To exploit
the phase lag for controlling chemical reactions, it is
important to discover the underlying molecular properties
that determine its value. Our research17,19-22 has shown
that the magnitude of the phase shift for a given channel
and its dependence on experimental variables such as
energy and mass reflect directly the phases of the scat-
tering wave functions. These phases carry all information
about the scattering dynamics. That is, they are deter-
mined by the underlying potential energy and are sensitive
to subtle features, such as nonadiabatic couplings. The
energy dependence of the phase lag, which we denote as
“phase lag spectroscopy”, is of fundamental interest,
extending far beyond the immediate objective of control-
ling reactions and providing information that is typically
difficult or impossible to calculate ab initio.

In what follows, we confine our attention to the case
of one- vs three-photon excitation (n ) 1, 3, with laser
frequencies ω1 and ω3 and wavelengths λ1 and λ3).23 In
the next section we explain how the phase lag is measured
and demonstrate its use to control the branching ratio for
the ionization and dissociation of hydrogen iodide. In
section 3 we discuss the molecular properties that give
rise to a phase lag, and in section 4 we provide some
illustrations of phase lag spectroscopy. In the concluding
section we return to coherent control, outlining some of
the current challenges in the field.

2. Experimental Tests of Coherent Control
The key experimental requirements for a coherent control
experiment are that (i) the two electromagnetic fields have
a well-defined relative phase and (ii) the phase may be
varied systematically. The first requirement may be satis-
fied by using a nonlinear process to generate one field
from the other. For example, one may produce the ω1 field
by focusing a laser beam of frequency ω3 into a chamber
containing a rare gas such as Xe. Third harmonic genera-

tion efficiency in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) is ca. 10-6-
10-5, which is sufficient for this purpose. The second
requirement can be met by passing the ω1 and ω3 beams
through a cell containing a gas, such as Ar or H2, which
has different indices of refraction at the two frequencies.
The resulting value of φ is proportional to the gas pressure
in the phase-tuning cell.24

Coherent control experiments may be performed in a
reaction cell or in a molecular beam apparatus equipped
with a suitable device for detecting the different products.
In our apparatus, shown schematically in Figure 2, a
molecular beam is injected into a vacuum chamber by a
pulsed nozzle, the laser beams are focused into the
chamber with a pair of mirrors, and a differentially
pumped time-of-flight mass spectrometer is used to detect
the product ions.25

Early experiments used coherent phase control to
transfer population from one bound state to another.26-30

More challenging, and of greater chemical interest, is the
control over bound-to-continuum transitions. To date,
coherent control has been demonstrated for the ionization
of atoms31 and molecules,31,32 the photodissociation of
molecules,33,34 and the switching of photocurrents in
semiconductors35,36 and photocathodes.37

FIGURE 2. Schematic drawing of the apparatus, showing the
differentially pumped main chamber, time-of-flight tube, microchannel
plate (MCP) detector (panel a), and the third harmonic generation
(THG) and phase-tuning cells (panel b). In panel a, electrode 1 is
the repeller, electrode 2 is the extractor, electrodes 3 are Einzel
lenses, and electrodes 4 are steering plates. In panel b, the third
harmonic of the UV laser beam is generated in the THG cell, and
both laser beams are focused into the main chamber by mirrors M1
and M2.

∆δ(A,B) ) δmn
A - δmn

B (5)
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An example of coherent control of a branching ratio is
shown in Figure 3. In this case, DI molecules are excited
just above the ionization threshold with one VUV photon
(λ1 ) 117.90 nm) and three UV photons (λ3 ) 353.69 nm).
The two reaction channels are photoionization to produce
DI+ and photodissociation to produce ground-state D
atoms and electronically excited I* atoms. The latter
absorb additional photons to yield I+. The DI+ and I+

signals are recorded as a function of the pressure of H2,
which is used as the phase-tuning gas. Figure 3 shows that
the ion signals are modulated with the periodicity of φ.
Also apparent is a phase lag, ∆δ(DI+,I), of 150° between
the two channels.

3. Physical Origin of the Phase Lag
The observation in Figure 3 that the DI+ signal reaches a
maximum at a hydrogen pressure where the I+ signal is
close to a minimum is definitive evidence of coherent
control. An intriguing question is the following: What are
the physical properties of the system that give rise to the
phase lag?17,19-22,38-40 To appreciate the physical signifi-
cance of the phase lag, let us consider why δ13

S is not
exactly zero. A cursory examination of eq 4 might suggest
that the phases of the two matrix elements in the inte-
grand should cancel each other out. Specifically, in a one-
dimensional world these phases would cancel if the phase
of the scattering wave function were coordinate indepen-
dent. Although the real world is three-dimensional, it is
possible, by partial-wave decomposition of |ESk̂-〉, to
convert the 3D problem into a set of ID problems, one
for each value of the total angular momentum, J.17 Upon
integration over scattering angles, the interference be-
tween different J states disappears, and a phase shift can
arise only from interference between terms of a given J.
In other words, angle integration transforms the problem
into the molecular frame, where the existence and energy
dependence of a phase shift are directly related to features
of the potential energy surface.17

Coordinate-independent partial wave phases arise
when the continuum potential can induce only elastic

scattering. In this limit, the partial wave radial functions
differ from free radial functions only by a phase shift,
referred to in the scattering theory literature as the partial
wave phase shift and denoted by δJ

16 (not to be confused
with δ13

S of eq 4). Coordinate independence of the partial
wave phase implies that p13

S is real; that is, δ13
S ) 0 or π.

(Examples of inelastic potentials for nuclear motion are
an angle-dependent potential, which can induce rotational
transitions, and a pair of coupled radial potentials, which
can mix electronic states.) A sufficient condition for this
cancelation not to occur is thus that the scattering state
that is probed be coupled to some other state. The second
state need not necessarily correspond to one of the
observed channels. As we shall see later, the large phase
lag observed in Figure 3 is direct evidence of exit channel
effects in one or both channels. We refer to a phase shift
produced by such interactions as a molecular phase.

Our experimental studies of the phase lag have focused
on the photodissociation and photoionization of HI and
DI.19-21,41,42 To understand the complexities of these
processes, it is necessary to examine the potential energy
curves lying near 2ω3 and 3ω3, shown in Figure 4. We
stress that the potential energy curves of neutral HI at the
three-photon level of excitation are not known, and Figure
4 is only schematic. The vertical arrows in Figure 4
indicate excitation of the molecule by either one VUV or

FIGURE 3. Modulation of the DI+ and I+ signals produced by
coherent phase control of the photoionization and photodissociation
of DI at λ1 ) 353.69 nm. The period of the oscillation is determined
by the refractive index of H2 in the phase-tuning cell. Reprinted
with permission from ref 19. Copyright 1997 American Institute of
Physics.

FIGURE 4. Potential energy curves involved in controlling the
photodissociation and photoionization of HI. The verical arrows
indicate typical energies of the UV and VUV beams. Reprinted with
permission from ref 41. Copyright 1995 American Association for the
Advancement of Science.
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three UV photons from its ground X1Σ+ state to a
continuum lying above the X2Π3/2 state of the ion. The
excited molecule can either ionize or dissociate. These
reactions may be direct processes, resulting in either
prompt emission of an electron or dissociation through a
repulsive state to produce electronically excited I*.43

Simultaneously (and coherently), the molecule may be
excited by one and three photons into a quasibound
resonant state (such as the 5sσ Rydberg state shown in
Figure 4). The latter undergoes autoionization and pre-
dissociation through coupling with the respective con-
tinua. Resonant processes such as these are of interest
because of their potential for enhancing the reaction yield.
They are also likely to have a significant effect on the
phase shifts of the different channels. These depend
strongly on energy, because the phase of a scattering wave
function varies strongly with energy near a resonance.

Figure 4 also shows the presence of two predissociated
states (b3Π1 and b3Π2) that lie near the energy of two UV
photons. These states are relevant to the control process
because resonances at the two-photon level may contrib-
ute a phase to the three-photon path.

The potential energy curves in Figure 4 should not be
confused with the heuristic diagram in Figure 1. The latter
depicts two dissociative reactions occurring in different
electronic states. In Figure 4, one reaction channel cor-
responds to dissociation on the dashed curve,43 and the
second channel is an ionization reaction that produces
HI+(X2Π3/2).

The effect of a quasi-bound resonant state on ioniza-
tion and dissociation was studied many years ago by Fano,
who showed that interference between the direct and
resonance-mediated pathways to the continuum results
in an asymmetric line shape in the absorption spectrum.44

Assuming, for the moment, that a single photon is
absorbed, the amplitudes for the direct and resonance-
mediated paths may be denoted, respectively, as f 1d

S eiδ1d
S

and f 1r
S eiδ1r

S
. (Their sum is pm

S (E,k̂)1/2eiδm
S

in eq 2 for m ) 1.)
The transition probability is accordingly given by

This result is mathematically equivalent17 to the Fano line
shape,

where q(1) is Fano’s asymmetry parameter for a one-
photon transition, and ε is a dimensionless energy variable
(defined as the offset from resonance divided by half the
resonance width).44

Equation 6 describes a “two-slit” process without
external control. To introduce phase control, we consider
the four-slit process depicted in Figure 5, which consists
of one-photon direct, one-photon resonance-mediated,
three-photon direct, and three-photon resonance-medi-
ated paths. For simplicity we shall refer to them as 1d, 1r,
3d, and 3r paths. In this case, the overall transition

probability for channel S (ionization or dissociation) is
given by

After integration over scattering angles, four cross terms
(1d3d, 1r3r, 1d3r, and 1r3d) contribute to the interference
term, |p13

S |eiδ13
S

, which is a generalization of eq 4.
The transition probability defined by eq 8, and hence

also the phase shift as defined in eq 4, may be expressed,
by analogy to eq 7, in terms of generalized resonance
asymmetry parameters, which, in the most general case,
are complex.22 We do not reproduce the derivation here
but only note several limiting results which will be useful
in the interpretation of the experimental data presented
in the next section:

(i) In the case of a purely elastic scattering potential,
in the absence of resonances, δ13

S vanishes.
(ii) If an isolated resonance is present and the scattering

potential can induce only elastic scattering (i.e., in the
absence of a molecular phase), |δ13

S | has a maximum on
resonance and approaches zero at large detunings.

(iii) Irrespective of the nature of the scattering manifold,
if an isolated resonance is present and the direct process
is negligible compared to the resonance-mediated one,
the phase shift vanishes at the resonance energy. In this
limit, the excitation and decay processes decouple, and
all memory of the excitation scheme is lost once the
molecule reacts. An experimental signature of this case is
a minimum in |δ13

S | on resonance, with a nonzero value
of the phase lag produced off-resonance by a molecular
phase. Overlapping resonances, however, are shown22 to
give rise to a nonzero phase shift, even if a direct route to
the continuum is not available.

(iv) Finally, a resonance at an intermediate (ω3 or 2ω3)
level produces a phase shift even if the continua at the
final (3ω3) level of excitation are structureless and purely
elastic. In that case, the phase shift can be shown22 to

FIGURE 5. “Four-slit” mechanism for coherent control. The set of
arrows on the right denote direct excitation to the dissociation or
ionization continuum. The arrows on the left indicate resonance-
mediated paths for either predissociation or autoionization of the
molecule. V is a term in the Hamiltonian that couples the resonance
state |i〉 to the continuum.

pS ) ∫dk̂ |f 1d
S eiδ1d

S
+ f 1r

S eiδ1r
S

+ eiφ(f 3d
S eiδ3d

S
+ f 3r

S eiδ3r
S

)|2 (8)

pS ) ∫dk̂ |f 1d
S eiδ1d

S
+ f 1r

S eiδ1r
S |2 (6)

pS ∝
(q(1) + ε)2

1 + ε
2

(7)
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reflect the Breit-Wigner phase45 associated with the
resonance. (See also ref 39.)

4. Phase Lag Spectroscopy of Hydrogen Iodide
The hydrogen iodide molecule is an ideal choice for
studying the phase lag between ionization and dissocia-
tion for a variety of reasons. First, its low ionization
potential makes its ionization continuum easily accessible
by tunable third harmonic generation. Second, there are
a number of resonant states lying just above the ionization
threshold that are coupled to both ionization and dis-
sociation continua. Third, there are two quasi-bound
states (the b3Π2 and b3Π1 Rydberg states, predissociated
by the A1Π, a3Πi, and t3Σ+ valence states, shown in Figure
4) lying at approximately two-thirds of the energy of the
ionization threshold, which may contribute a phase to the
three-photon path.

These properties are visible in the spectra shown in
Figures 6 and 7. The presence of the quasi-bound states
is evident in the 2 + 1 and 2 + 2 resonance-enhanced
multiphoton ionization (REMPI) spectra shown in Figure
6. Two-photon rotational structure of the b3Π2 and b3Π1

states is clearly visible in the molecular ion signals (panels

a and c). Predissociation of these states is evident from
the I+ signals shown in panels b and d. The three-photon
5sσ resonance is barely visible as a small bump near λ3 )
354 nm. An amplified view of this region of the spectrum
is displayed in Figure 7. The four upper panels reveal the
presence of the 5sσ resonance in the three-photon UV
spectra for both autoionization and predissociation of HI
and DI. The corresponding one-photon VUV spectra are
shown in the bottom four panels. These spectra illustrate
that the same resonance, which may be reached by either
one or three photons, is embedded in both the ionization
and dissociation continua of the molecule.19

With these spectra in hand, we proceed to measure the
energy dependence of the phase lag. Figure 8 shows
∆δ(HI+,I) and ∆δ(DI+,I) in the vicinity of the 5sσ reso-
nance. The nonzero phase lag far from the resonance is
evidence of exit channel interactions (e.g., interference
between different repulsive states) which give rise to the
1d3d term in eq 8. The deep minimum near the resonance
is caused by the dominant 1r3r term. As discussed in the
conclusion of the previous section (case iii), in the limit
where the direct process is negligible compared to the
resonance-mediated one (that is, if the continuum is
reached only through the isolated resonance), the excita-
tion and decay processes decouple, and the phase shift
vanishes.17 The contribution of the 1r3d and 1d3r interfer-

FIGURE 6. Resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI)
spectra of HI and DI, showing both the parent ions and the neutral
iodine atom fragment. The latter is ionized by one or two additional
UV photons. The three-photon ionization threshold of HI is indicated
by the arrow. Panels a and c show the parent ion signal. Panels b
and d show the action spectra of the fragment atom produced by
predissociation of the molecule. Reprinted with permission from ref
42. Copyright 1998 Elsevier.

FIGURE 7. Three-photon ultraviolet (top four panels) and one-photon
vacuum ultraviolet (bottom four panels) spectra of HI and DI,
revealing the presence of the 5sσ resonance in both the autoion-
ization and predissociation channels. In the two VUV spectra of the
I atom fragment, an additional UV photon was used to ionize the
product. Reprinted with permission from ref 19. Copyright 1997
American Institute of Physics.
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ences is dominated by the 1r3r term on-resonance and
by the 1d3d term off-resonance.

An interesting question is the following: Which channel
(ionization and/or dissociation) is responsible for ∆δ(HI+,I)
and ∆δ(DI+,I)? Because the phase lag is the difference
between two phase shifts, we cannot answer this question
from a single measurement. However, by measuring the
phase lag between the ionization of HI and DI in a mixture
of the two gases, it is possible to assess the contribution
of ionization alone. This is true because the difference
between the intramolecular phase lags can be rearranged
in the form

whereas the phase lag for ionization of the gas mixture is
given by

The symbol δ13
I/HI in eq 9 denotes the phase shift for the

dissociation channel of HI, and likewise for δ13
I/DI. The

data shown by the squares in Figure 9 demonstrate that
∆δ(HI+,DI+) vanishes, implying that the ionization channel

does not contribute to the isotope effect in Figure 8. In
fact, there is both experimental20 and theoretical38,46

evidence that the phase shift for ionization of HI is zero.
This result is consistent with our understanding that a
phase shift off-resonance is produced by interactions in
the continuum.

Assuming that the ionization channel does not con-
tribute a molecular phase, we are now in a position to
look for the phase shift that is caused by interferences
between the amplitudes for direct and resonant-mediated
(1r3d and 1d3r) paths. To that end we measured the phase
lag between the ionization of HI and a process that has
zero phase shift. The direct ionization of H2S is a conve-
nient choice. Because our spectroscopic measurements
showed that the ionization of H2S has no detectable
resonances in the region of interest, we may use the
modulated H2S+ signal as a benchmark against which the
absolute phase shifts of other processes, such as the
ionization of HI, may be determined. The triangles in
Figure 9 show the phase lag for the ionization of a mixture
of HI and H2S; that is, ∆δ(HI+,H2S+) ) δ13

HI+
. This phase

shift reaches a maximum in absolute value on resonance,
as is expected from the theoretical arguments (case ii)
summarized at the end of section 3.

FIGURE 8. Phase lag spectrum (top panel) for the photodissociation
and photoionization of HI (open symbols) and DI (filled symbols).
The bottom two panels give the one-photon photoionization spectra
of both molecules, showing the 5sσ and 5f autoionizing resonances.
Error bars in this and later figures correspond to a single standard
deviation. Reprinted with permission from ref 19. Copyright 1997
American Institute of Physics.

∆δ(HI+,I) - ∆δ(DI+,I) )
(δ13

HI+
- δ13

DI+
) - (δ13

I/HI - δ13
I/DI) (9)

∆δ(HI+,DI+) ) δ13
HI+

- δ13
DI+

(10)

FIGURE 9. Phase lag spectrum for the photoionization of a mixture
of HI and DI (0) and for the photoionization of a mixture of HI and
H2S (2). The bottom three panels show the one-photon (VUV)
photoionization spectra of HI, DI, and H2S. Reprinted with permission
from ref 20. Copyright 1999 American Institute of Physics.
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Still other combinations of the four slits are possible.
In Figure 10 are plotted ∆δ(HI+,I) and ∆δ(HI+,H2S+) in the
vicinity of the overlapping 5d(π,δ) resonances. Our spec-
troscopic measurements show that the three-photon
resonance peak is absent, indicating that the 3r path
vanishes to within our experimental resolution, producing
a “three-slit” interference. The ionization phase shift,
δ13

HI+
) ∆(HI+,H2S+), reflects the 1r3d interference alone,

whereas the dissociation phase shift, δ13
I/HI ) ∆(HI+,H2S+)

- ∆(HI+,I), reflects the 1r3d and 1d3d interferences and
is dominated by the latter. Explicit expressions for δ13

S in
this case are given in ref 22. Finally, in still other experi-
ments we have found evidence of the Breit-Wigner phase
produced by rotational resonances at the two-photon level
(case iv).47

5. Future Prospects
The Brumer-Shapiro method of coherent control has by
now been demonstrated for many processes and has been
tested in considerable detail for HI and DI. The hydrogen
iodide measurements extend previous efforts in the field
by obtaining control over resonance-mediated reactions.
Several issues regarding coherent control are yet to be
addressed. The most important one, at least from a
chemical perspective, is the selective breaking of different

bonds. There is no reason, in principle, why the methods
used to control ionization vs dissociation of HI could not
be applied to multiple dissociation continua of small
polyatomic molecules. A second issue is the application
of coherent control to large polyatomics. In this context,
the bound-state control experiments of Wang et al.28 are
encouraging. A third major challenge is the control of
collisional processes. Calculations have been published
for the D + H2 reaction,48 and experiments are awaited.

Much has been said about the possible usefulness of
coherent control as a refined chemical tool.49 Although
practical applications of coherent control may eventually
be developed, the greatest reward, to date, for pursuing
this subject has been the deep insight that it provides
toward understanding how the wavelike properties of
matter affect photochemical reactions. Our own work has
shown that phase lag spectroscopy is not only a valuable
tool for controlling chemical reactions but also a powerful
method for studying molecular interactions in the con-
tinuum.
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